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What’s in Style?

U.S. Equities 201
What’s in Style?
The definition of growth and value style investing has evolved over time,
accommodating more sophisticated risk analytics and a changing market
dynamic.

S&P Style Indices
present advisors
with the opportunity
to select a portfolio
of growth or value
stocks in a chosen
market
capitalization
range.

As in the world of fashion, there are no absolutes in style investing.
Without universally accepted definitions of growth or value, what
constitutes each style has evolved with an increasing sophistication of
style analysis and changing metrics of company performance.
Ideally, growth and value benchmarks reflect style factors as they evolve
through time. Developments in financial theory and accounting standards,
as well as data availability, impact the relevance of growth and value
factors. Moreover, an increased availability of financial databases and a
proliferation of portfolio risk software have resulted in style being analyzed
across multiple risk factors. The end result is an increasingly
sophisticated and continually evolving methodology for determining style
benchmarks.
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Starting Out Simple
First generation style benchmarks were built around single factors such as
book-to-price ratios. Since growth and value were defined by a single
variable, value consisted of stocks with high book-to-price values and
growth consisted of those stocks with low book-to-price values. The
Fama-French Three Factor Model addressed this theory by adding size
and value risk to market risk as a basis for predicting expected return
premiums and categorizing mutual funds.

Movement to Multi-Factor Models
Following the Fama-French Three Factor Model’s expansion, next
generation style benchmarks assessed growth and value along separate
dimensions by identifying distinct growth and value factors. However,
these factors also had their shortcomings. Over time, developments in
financial research, changes in accounting standards, and shifts in
investment sentiment contributed to variations in growth and value factor
sensitivities, highlighting the need for a dynamic definition of growth and
value.
Today, most growth/value benchmarks are constructed using a holdingsbased style analysis that considers multiple factors for each category and
changes over time. For example, momentum has appeared frequently in
style analysis over the past ten years, while some factors that are
commonly thought of as style determinants, such as dividend yield, have
appeared less frequently.
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S&P Indices believes that style indices should be constructed in such a
way as to maximize the differentiation, and therefore, the utility of growth
and value categories.
Practically speaking, however, there is no assurance that factors which
have historically enabled such a result will continue to do so in the future.
On the other hand, it is a sensible approach to select factors that are likely
to hold the promise of growth and value differentiation as indicated by their
past, as long as their application is not designed to optimize historical
growth and value differentiation.

Factors in the S&P Style Benchmarks
Looking at the S&P Style Index Series, the selection of factors
encompasses three considerations. First, preference is given to factors
with more frequent citations in current financial literature in order to reflect
the dynamism of current thinking and practice in the field of style investing.
Second, priority is given to factors that are constructed from measures
with high levels of coverage within the S&P Total Market Index (TMI), an
index which facilitates style categorization across the entire spectrum of
U.S. market capitalization. Third, factors with relatively high analytical
ranks, as indicated by S&P Indices’ time series and cross sectional
analyses, are also given preference.
The S&P Style benchmarks currently consider the following factors:
Growth Factors
Sales Growth
Earnings Change to Price
Momentum

Value Factors
Book to Price
Sales to Price
Earnings to Price

Raw values for each factor above are calculated for each company in the
S&P U.S. Broad Market Index (BMI), which has approximately twice as
many stocks as the S&P Composite 1500. These raw values are then
standardized by dividing the difference between each stock’s raw score
and the mean of the entire set by the standard deviation of the entire set.
As a result, a Growth Score for each company is computed as the average
of the standardized values of the three growth factors. Similarly, a Value
Score for each company is computed as the average of the standardized
values of the three value factors.

S&P Style Index Series
The S&P Style Index Series divides the complete market capitalization of
the S&P U.S. Equity Indices equally into growth and value indices. The
series covers all stocks in the parent index universe, and maintains the
conventional, cost-efficient market cap-weighting scheme. Stocks that do
not fall into either the Growth or Value Style Basket have their market caps
distributed between growth and value indices.
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S&P Pure Style Index Series
The S&P Pure Style Index Series goes a step further by restricting
constituents to those stocks in the Style series that exhibit only strong
Growth or Value characteristics. The S&P Pure Style Index Series more
selectively discriminates between Growth and Value, and has constituent
attributes that are more sharply reflective of the respective investment
style.

In the S&P Pure
Style Index Series,
Pure Growth and
Pure Value include
stocks with a
Growth or Value
factor 0.20 above
the mean.

The S&P Pure Style Index Series identifies approximately one-third of the
parent index’s market capitalization as Pure Growth and one-third as Pure
Value. Constituents include all stocks that have a Growth or Value factor
of 100% and a Growth or Value score greater than 0.20 above the mean
Growth or Value score. There are no overlapping stocks, and stocks are
weighted in proportion to their relative style score, not their market
capitalization.

Pure style indices provide quantitative and performance analysts with a
pure style return series while also providing the basis for styleconcentrated investment vehicles and style spread-based structured
products. These indices’ returns do not suffer from size bias induced by
market capitalization weighting, but rather reflect the structure of active
managers’ portfolios, which hold stocks in proportion to their relative
attractiveness.
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The table below highlights the characteristics that define both the S&P
Style and Pure Style Index Series:
Characteristic
Universe coverage
Overlapping stocks

Weighting scheme
Breadth
Usage

S&P Style Index
Series
All parent index stocks
included
Stocks without strong
growth or value
characteristics divide
their market
capitalization between
Growth and Value
indices in proportion to
their distance from the
pure regions
Market capitalization
weighted
Broader
Cost efficient exposure
to the broad style
market (For example,
relative value
exposure)

S&P Pure Style Index
Series
Only pure style stocks
included
None

Style attractiveness
weighted
Narrower
Pure style exposure
(For example, deep
value exposure) or
“style spread”
strategies, quantitative
analysis

Both Style and Pure Style indices must accurately characterize the styles
they represent, the definitions of which change over time. Therefore,
periodic reviews of underlying style factor definitions are essential to
ensure that the indices do in fact stay in style. S&P Indices is committed
to periodic review of style methodology in order to ensure that our indices
continue to measure what is relevant to the market.

Additional Resources
S&P Indices Practice Essentials: www.seemore-indices.com/sp500
S&P Indices Market Attributes: www.marketattributes.standardandpoors.com
S&P Indices Thought Leadership Center: www.seemore-indices.com
S&P U.S. Equity Indices: www.equityindices.standardandpoors.com

Stay Connected
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Disclaimer
This document does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where Standard & Poor’s or its affiliates do not have the
necessary licenses. Standard & Poor’s receives compensation in connection with licensing its indices to third parties.
All information provided by Standard & Poor’s is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of
persons. Standard & Poor’s and its affiliates do not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any investment fund or other
vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an investment return based on the returns of any Standard &
Poor’s index. Standard & Poor’s is not an investment advisor, and Standard & Poor’s and its affiliates make no representation
regarding the advisability of investing in any such investment fund or other vehicle. A decision to invest in any such investment
fund or other vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this presentation. Prospective
investors are advised to make an investment in any such fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks
associated with investing in such funds, as detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on
behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other vehicle. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by
Standard & Poor’s to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice. Exposure to an asset class
is available through investable instruments based on an index. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Standard &
Poor's is not a tax advisor. A tax advisor should be consulted to evaluate the impact of tax-exempt securities on portfolios and
the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision.
Standard & Poor’s does not guarantee the accuracy and/or completeness of any Standard & Poor’s index, any data included
therein, or any data from which it is based, and Standard & Poor’s shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or
interruptions therein. Standard & Poor’s makes no warranties, express or implied, as to results to be obtained from use of
information provided by Standard & Poor’s and used in this service, and Standard & Poor’s expressly disclaims all warranties
of suitability with respect thereto. While Standard & Poor’s has obtained information believed to be reliable, Standard & Poor’s
shall not be liable for any claims or losses of any nature in connection with information contained in this document, including
but not limited to, lost profits or punitive or consequential damages, even if it is advised of the possibility of same. These
materials have been prepared solely for informational purposes based upon information generally available to the public from
sources believed to be reliable. Standard & Poor’s makes no representation with respect to the accuracy or completeness of
these materials, the content of which may change without notice. The methodology involves rebalancing and maintenance of
the indices that are made periodically during each year and may not, therefore, reflect real-time information.
Analytic services and products provided by Standard & Poor’s are the result of separate activities designed to preserve the
independence and objectivity of each analytic process. Standard & Poor’s has established policies and procedures to maintain
the confidentiality of non-public information received during each analytic process. Standard & Poor's and its affiliates provide
a wide range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, including issuers of securities, investment advisers, brokerdealers, investment banks, other financial institutions, and financial intermediaries, and accordingly may receive fees or other
economic benefits from those organizations, including organizations whose securities or services they may recommend, rate,
include in model portfolios, evaluate or otherwise address.
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Redistribution, reproduction, and/or photocopying in whole or in part is prohibited without written permission.
S&P, See what others don’t, so you can do what others can’t., and STANDARD & POOR’S are registered trademarks of
Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC.
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